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Disclosure Statement of Financial Interest

Within the past 12 months, I or my spouse/partner have had a financial 
interest/arrangement or affiliation with the organization(s) listed below.

Affiliation/Financial Relationship Company
President (unpaid) National Board of Physicians and Surgeons 
(NBPAS.org)

Course Director/speaker Numerous CME conferences

Grandfather: Internal Medicine, Cardiology

Not grandfathered: Interventional cardiology (recertified once)
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Initial ABMS Member Board Certification vs MOC

• I fully support initial ABMS member board certification
• The NBPAS, requires it!
• I am proud of my initial ABIM board certifications in 3 specialties
• Providing initial board certification is huge contribution.
• The ABMS and its member boards should be proud of it…but also be 

content with it.



Curtiss 
“Sparky” 
Stinis
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§ There is still no evidence MOC, recertification, or 
take home computer modules improves patient 
outcomes
§ The proposed new tests (secure or take-home) still 
can not be tailored to individual physician practices
§The work of MOC lacks meaning = busy work
§Appearance of a financial motivation underlying the 
MOC requirements

Despite all the apologies, emails  and discussion 
about modernizing MOC and recertification: 

Be aware that many physicians making decisions about 
MOC are grandfathers and have never had to do MOC! 



6.4%	if	remove	“slightly	agree”









The poster child for conflicts of interest





Professionalism is not:

1)E Blasting only the selected trials 
that support your organization 
2)Not disclosing that 6/7 trials 
quoted were authored by a highly 
paid ABIM employees
3)Blurring the lines between trials 
examining initial certification and 
MOC

10-6-2016



In January, 
2015, 10 days 
after 
launching the 
NBPAS, 

ABIM 
apologizes to 
its 200,000 
diplomats



The	lesser	
of	two	evils



NOT	SO	FAST!!!The	end	of	the	10	year	recertifying	
exam!	Should	we	celebrate?
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• The revised ABIM MOC program replaces one large waste of time every 10 years 
with 5 smaller wastes of time every 2 years. 

• There is no evidence the new MOC program will improve patient care. Ie, it will still 
be a waste of time and money.

• The cost of MOC is still $200-300 per diplomate per year yielding $40-60M in revenue 
each year for ABIM. 

• By requiring biannual activities to fulfill MOC, ABIM is able to preserve its large 
annual revenue stream.

The end of the 10 year recertification exam
…time to celebrate???





>200,000	ABIM	diplomates		x	$250	=	>$50M

ABMS	believes	in	professionalism

Professionalism	includes	managing	conflicts	of	interest

ABMS	is	
reinventing	MOC	
but	should	ABMS	
member	boards	be	
allowed	to	self-
regulate?

Aren’t	they	too	
conflicted?
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§Is this new plan really going to help our patients?

§Or, is this new plan just “checking the box” to quiet the critics?

§Does the proposed plan create an MOC pathway that is a little less 
time consuming for the doctors (so they stop complaining) while still 
providing the ABMS member board an annual fee?

As you evaluate alternative proposals for MOC, ask yourself:
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• Medicare does NOT require board certification or MOC
• But many private payers require ABMS member board certification and MOC in 

their contracts with providers 
• Therefore, the major academic hospitals that employ physicians usually require 

MOC for hospital privileges
• Why would the payers even care about MOC???
• Payers are certified just like physicians
• The certification body for 90% of the payers is the NCQA
• NCQA…requires payers contract with physicians who are board certified and do 

MOC.

Insurance Companies and MOC
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Like Fiddler on the Roof…
It takes a Village

• Payers ---BCBS/Anthem etc
§Require MOC because

• NCQA – HEDIS
§Requires MOC because 

• ABMS 
§Requires MOC

• Founder and CEO of NCQA is a board member of ABMS
• What holds this cozy village of fiddlers together

§Is it Tradition? No its…
§Tuition!  ie MONEY

• Who are they fiddling with?
• Physicians!

§The updated musical

“Medical Industrial Complex”
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§California ACC
§National ACC
§American College of Physicians (ACP)
§Washington State Medical Association
§Georgia chapter of AMA
§Other physician societies:

• ie The American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists 
(AACE), California Neurology Society, etc

§AMA
§Oklahoma legislature
§Others (at least 19 specialty organizations)

Criticism of MOC has now gone mainstream
Numerous organizations are now publically critical of MOC



2016 AMA annual meeting (June) in Chicago goes Anti-MOC

• AMA House of Delegates approved resolution 309 stating:

"RESOLVED, That our American Medical Association call for 
the immediate end of any mandatory, secured recertifying 
examination by the American Board of Medical Specialties 
(ABMS) or other certifying organizations as part of the 
recertification process for all those specialties that still require a 
secure, high-stakes recertification examination.”





History For SB 1148 
 
Action 

 
 

Journal Page 
 
 

Date 
 
 

Chamber 
 
 

First Reading 94 02/01/2016 S 
 

Approved by Governor 04/11/2016 731 04/12/2016 S 
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•How do we get California to adopt  laws similar 
to Oklahoma?  
• The best method of overcoming the insurance 
company and other challenges is through state 
medical associations
• The CMA takes on enormous importance for this 
issue.

The CMA and other state medical associations are 
key organizations in this discussion 
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To advertise “Board Certified” in California and 
Texas requires ABMS or equivalent certification

• Many hospital attorneys view disclosing board certification on the hospital website 
as "advertising" and therefore require MOC to maintain hospital privileges.

• The California law regarding physician advertising was well intended but was 
passed when board certification was life-long. 

• This law needs to be updated to require initial ABMS certification, not MOC or re-
certification.
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Making a Difference…
we all are lucky to be doctors

• Reporter’s query:  Hasn’t this anti-MOC activity taken a lot of your 
time? Wouldn’t it have taken less time just to do your MOC?
• Doctors, in general are not lazy…we tend to be workaholics.  
• But we want to do meaningful work
• We believe MOC is meaningless make work
• We are here to work, but lets do meaningful work and\ make a 

difference.
• Do something meaningful now and pass a strong anti-MOC resolution
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The ABMS published opposition to AMA call 
for end to recertifying exams - paraphrased
• Consumers, patients, hospitals expect physicians to  be up to date:  True, but 

there is neither evidence nor general consensus that MOC is a valid method of 
inspiring or assessing a physicians competence.

• CME by itself is not sufficient to verify that a physician is up to date: Perhaps, 
but neither are MOC activities and MOC compared to CME is onerous and 
costly. CME is the method used by state licensing boards and most believe it 
is the best method we have.

• National certifying and recertifying examinations are a critical component of 
our profession’s commitment to self-regulation and to the public trust: a) 
There is no evidence nor general consensus that this statement is true and b) 
this is not “self-regulation,” it is regulation by the ABMS

• ABMS Member Boards and the AMA Council on Medical Education have been 
working together to modernize the Boards’ recertifying processes: True, but a) 
there is no evidence nor general consensus that the proposed changes will 
improve patient care and b) this is self-regulation by the ABMS member 
boards which have a powerful financial conflict of interest that seriously 
impairs their ability to self-regulate.
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• I suggest the following resolution:

• CMA support legislation to prohibit MOC as a mandated requirement 
for physician licensure, credentialing, reimbursement, network 
participation, employment, or advertising


